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NEWSLETTER – January-February 2013

Well it is a bit late to wish you all a happy New Year as we are well into 2013 but I hope that it is a healthy,
happy, safe and prosperous year for you and your loved ones. So why I am I so late in producing this edition
you may ask? Pressure of work and other commitments is the major reason, I should have stayed retired but
then I would have got bored and fallen out of my tree. Also no layout visit to report on this month but there has
been other activities as mentioned below.

The AGM

This went off well and thanks for all of those who made the effort to attend and have your say. The minutes have
been circulated to all so I am not going to repeat myself but I am relieved by the support from all of you but
especially those who have volunteered to help, especially Theuns who has taken on the job as membership
secretary and treasurer and the Chamberlain brothers Glyn and Kevin.

Swap Meets

As a result of our festive season swap meet we have been asked to host the East Rand swap meet 3 times a
year, in February, July and December. There are good reasons why we have been approached so after some
discussion with the club seniors we accepted this offer. As the proposed meet in February was too soon we
declined that date so our first will be on the 27

th
July. I have approached the management of the Checkers

Hyperama and they are all for it and have agreed that we could use another vacant shop or two on the day.

Next layout Visit Sunday 24th February

This will be your annual visit to my home and layout where you can see my model British Railways in action and
you are invited to bring along one or 2 of your own trains to see them in a different setting. Must be DCC fitted.
There will be braai facilities as well so come and have some social interaction and fun. Bring your own meat and
booze, we will provide salads, rolls, etc.



Hobbies and Models AKA Thelma and Richards model railway shop

Some of you are aware that they have moved from the Daras Centre; they have relocated to a house in
Kensington at 54 York Road, South Kensington, Johannesburg East. New telephone No is 011 051 4047

Hobbitech Expo 20/21st April

This year Hobbitech is in April, the month when I am off on holiday on the south coast of KZN, so a
subcommittee has been formed to represent us at this prodigious event. EMRIG has exhibited there for over 10
years and are one of the major attractions so we are expected to do our community service and put up our
model railway display again. In the past we have dismantled our main line layout and erected it at the show.
This is major work in transport, assembly, getting it running reliably and then taking it all down again to repeat all
this work to put it back together again at our “club room”. We have often discussed a separate “Exhibition
Layout” without much action but last year taking Noels HO layout and Piets N scale was very successful and
less stressful.

So this year we are building a small 7.2 x 1.5 metre dog bone shaped H0/00 layout made up of 8 modules. We
have a highly motivated construction team and work is well on the way. It is being assembled at our club room
and we should have trains running on it by the 1

st
weekend in March. Then there is the decoration, scenery,

structures and buildings to add. If anyone has any surplus items that could be used please bring them along on
Saturdays when the team will be at work. Thanks again to Glynn, Kevin, Theuns, Johan de V, and Peter for your
highly motivated enthusiasm. Just what we need in a club.

The brothers Kevin and Glyn Chamberlain are also building an N scale exhibition layout of similar size that will
be displayed at Hobbitech so we as a club really is raising the bench mark. After the exhibition both layouts will
be installed at the club and will be available for members to run their trains. What other club has 5 separate
layouts?

Sunday Running, 2nd Sunday of the month only

All okay here, no complaints apart from the duty man not opening up last Sunday 10
th
. Two members pitched up

and found the shop closed so again if you cannot make it please let me know so that I can organise another man
to fill in for you. If you find the club not open then give me a ring on 082 828 0665 and I will do my best to open
up for you.

Locomotive tractive effort, or pulling power

Recently I received my Britannia from Hattons and was amazed at its ability to pull a train around my layout with
its 1 in 100 gradients. So why was it more powerful, in fact was it more powerful than the other locos in my
roster? So I set about measuring its draw bar pull. Now how does one do this? Who has a miniature scale that
can be fitted to the drawbar of a loco and be able to monitor the meter while on the run? Not possible on my
budget but I did scheme up a unit that could measure the drawbar tension at a standstill. This “pull” is what is
required when starting a train from standstill and will be a good guide to what it will be on the run.

So out with the wife’s kitchen/weighless 500 grams max scale, a couple of Meccano pulleys, some fine cotton
and a 250 gram weight. The weight was put on the scale, and the cotton hooked onto the loco, fed round the
pulleys and tied to the weight. So before the loco moves the scale reads 250 grams. When the loco is started it
will pull up to the wheel slip or stalling limit and lift the weight off the scale by the amount of its draw bar pull. So
the Britannia had a drawbar pull up to wheel slip of 55 grams! Great, but how did it compare to all my other
locos. So all were tested and the results are shown in the table attached.

Locomotive Tractive Effort at standstill

Manufacturer
Prototype

Builder Class
Road

Number
Draw bar

pull, grams
Wheel

Arrangement
Limiting
factor

Loco
Weight
grams

Weight
on

each
Driver Decoder

Hornby English Electric 50 50037 110 CO-CO Wheel slip 720 120.0 Loksound V4

Hornby Brush Traction 60 60048 110 CO-CO Wheel slip 700 116.7 Loksound V4

Bachman Europe English Electric 37 37254 75 CO-CO Wheel slip 600 100.0 Loksound 3.5

Bachman Europe Brush Traction 46 D55 75 1-CO-CO-1 Wheel slip 610 101.7 Loksound 3.5

Bachman Europe
General
Motors 66 66135 75 CO-CO Wheel slip 550 91.7 TCS MI



Bachman Europe Brush Traction 25 25083 70 BO-BO Wheel slip 460 115 LoksoundV3.5

Bachman Europe Brush Traction 46 D67 65 1-CO-CO-1 Wheel slip 610 101.7

Bachman Europe Brush Traction 47 D1746 65 CO-CO Wheel slip 610 101.7 LoksoundV3.5

Hornby **
British
Railways Duchess 6229 65 4-6-2 Wheel slip 290 48.3 LoksoundV3.5

Hornby Brush Traction 31 31047 60 CO-CO Wheel slip 460 76.7 LoksoundV3.5

Heljan English Electric 86 86233 60 BO-BO Wheel slip 480 120 TCS M1

Hornby English Electric 86 86219 60 BO-BO Wheel slip 380 95 TCS M1

Bachman Europe
British
Railways 9F 92044 60 2-10-0 Wheel slip 400 40 TCS M1

Hornby
British
Railways Britannia 70040 55 4-6-2 Wheel slip 380 63.3 Loksound V4

Bachman Europe
British
Railways 8F 8154 50 2-8-0 Wheel slip 270 33.75 TCS M1

Hornby
British
Railways Duchess 6208 50 4-6-2 Wheel slip 390 65.0 Loksound V4

Bachman Europe English Electric 40 D368 45 1-CO-CO-1 Wheel slip 670 111.7
Loksound
V3.5

Bachman Europe English Electric 20 D8133 40 BO-BO Wheel slip 380 95
Loksound
V3.5

Lima** English Electric 40 D334 40 1-CO-CO-1 Wheel slip 420 70.0 Bachmann?

Hornby
British
Railways Duchess 6223 40 4-6-2 Wheel slip 340 56.7 TCS M1

Lima** English Electric 50 50050 35 CO-CO Wheel slip 340 56.7 Bachmann?

Hornby
British
Railways Black 5 44781 35 4-6-0 Wheel slip 260 43.3 TCS M1

Hornby
British
Railways Black 5 45455 35 4-6-0 Wheel slip 240 40.0 TCS M1

Hornby
British
Railways Black 5 44875 35 4-6-0 Wheel slip 230 38.3

Loksound
V3.5

Bachman Europe
British
Railways Jubilee 45593 30 4-6-2 Stalls 260 43.3 Loksound V4

** Ringfield motor in tender or on one bogie

Some interesting comparisons.
 The two most powerful locos are the Class 50 and 60 by Hornby both with a drawbar pull of 110 grams,

well in excess of the Bachman Diesels. Why? The Hornby locos have a greater weight on each driven
axle which will increase the grip between wheel and rail but this does not explain all of the difference or
does it. The Hornby locos drive all 6 axles whereas my Bachman diesels only drive the inner 4 axles.
This makes a significant difference to getting a grip on the rails hence a higher wheel slip and draw bar
tension. Notice that the class 25 which is a Bo-Bo has as much pull as the bigger Co-Co locos but in
model form has same number of driven axles and same size electric motor, so same result. The same
applies to the Heljan Class 86 which has the highest weight per driven axle, this loco is very quiet and
pulls very well.

 Steam engine tractive effort is lower not surprisingly as the engine is nowhere as heavy and only has 3
driven axles, the 8F and 9F having 4 and 5 respectively. My Duchess 6229 is my most powerful engine
because it is tender driven and is FULL of plastiscene and steel. The drivers do nothing but look good..

 The 9F with its 2-10-0 wheel arrangement one would expect to be the most powerful and it is, closely
followed by the 8F, both unmodified. I wonder what some extra weight would do on the boiler space?
Perhaps I will add some extra weight one day. The Britannia is up there amongst them but not as much
pulling effort as I had expected. The other 4-6-0 Black Fives are less but work well. Bottom of the list is
the Bachman Jubilee which quite honestly is a good looker but is hopeless as a mainline locomotive with
little pulling effort and terrible operational performance due to poor set up of the sound decoder. The
electrical pick-ups are also a severe limitation using just the drivers which are on a stiff chassis. Loss of
contact with the rails is not good for a sound decoder as it stops, reboots, goes through its start up
sequence and then decides to move, about 10-12 seconds later so is very frustrating to drive. So it just
sits in my engine shed.

An interesting comparison, accuracy not guaranteed probably within +15%. So if you want a loco with some
muscle consider the loco weight and the number of driven axles. Then there is the question; how much pull do
you need per train axle? In real life it is about 25 kgm per ton, so for a 400 ton train a tractive effort from the loco
should be about 10,000 kgm i.e. approx 25,000 lbs. minimum. So a Black 5 can handle 400 tons which is about
10 bogie coaches, 40 axles, as long as there are no severe gradients!



Tremaine’s tractive effort measuring device, (patent pending)

Forth Coming Events
I try and keep the Events Calendar up to date and moving so please read it or you may miss out. Any ideas for
outside of club room activities are welcomed. I am determined to have at least one a month so what would you
like to see or do?

Let me know, Okay!

Cheers for now and
Happy Modelling,

Colin TT 082 8280665 / cttremaine@mweb.co.za

Attached, Tractive Effort Comparison Table.


